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With hostilities once again erupting between Israeli forces and Palestine, onlookers must
keep in mind the greater agenda in which the current violence is playing out and the stated
agenda of achieving hegemony over the Middle East in which Israel plays a pivotal role – as
the “unilateral aggressor.”
FOB Israel
Of course, Israel does nothing unilaterally. It is a stunted, militaristic faux-state that depends
entirely on the West for its continued existence. From the funds it builds its military with, to
the very hardware it buys and maintains, starting from the day the modern state of Israel
was founded up to and including today, Israel is in reality a state-sized forward operating
base (FOB). Wikipedia deﬁnes a FOB as follows:
“The base may be used for an extended period of time. FOBs are traditionally
supported by Main Operating Bases that are required to provide backup
support to them.[citation needed] An FOB also improves reaction time to local
areas as opposed to having all troops on the main operating base.”
As such, Israel’s constant and otherwise irrational belligerence makes perfect sense. An
FOB’s priorities are not prosperity and peace as would a nation’s, but rather to engage
forward into enemy territory. The trick over the years has been to portray Israel as a nation,
while propping up its constant belligerence and aggression as “self-defense.” To keep this
illusion in motion, Israel and its regional and Western collaborators have even created fulltime enemies, including Hamas itself – a creation of Israeli intelligence and to this day
primarily propped up by Saudi Arabia and Qatar, both of which are defacto regional partners
with the West and of course Israel itself.
The Wall Street Journal reported in their article, “How Israel Helped to Spawn Hamas,” that
(emphasis added):
“Hamas, to my great regret, is Israel’s creation,” says Mr. Cohen, a Tunisianborn Jew who worked in Gaza for more than two decades. Responsible for
religious aﬀairs in the region until 1994, Mr. Cohen watched the Islamist
movement take shape, muscle aside secular Palestinian rivals and then morph
into what is today Hamas, a militant group that is sworn to Israel’s destruction.
Instead of trying to curb Gaza’s Islamists from the outset, says Mr. Cohen,
Israel for years tolerated and, in some cases, encouraged them as a
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counterweight to the secular nationalists of the Palestine Liberation
Organization and its dominant faction, Yasser Arafat’s Fatah. Israel cooperated
with a crippled, half-blind cleric named Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, even as he was
laying the foundations for what would become Hamas. Sheikh Yassin continues
to inspire militants today; during the recent war in Gaza, Hamas ﬁghters
confronted Israeli troops with “Yassins,” primitive rocket-propelled grenades
named in honor of the cleric.
This is in fact exactly what Hamas is still being used today for – to counter real opposition
movements by dividing against each other diﬀerent factions of Muslims and secular
organizations alike, in confusion and armed combat, preventing a greater, uniﬁed front
against Western expansion and exploitation throughout the region. Extremist groups closely
aligned to Hamas, including Al Qaeda and the Muslim Brotherhood, would ﬂood into Iraq
during the US occupation to “serendipitously” disrupt united Sunni-Shia’a resistance, and
create bloody inﬁghting that broke the back of meaningful opposition against foreign
occupation. The same method is being used again in Syria, and with the Islamic State in Iraq
and Syria’s (ISIS) incursion into Iraq weeks ago, yet again against Baghdad.
Divided and in perpetual conﬂict, the Arab World across the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) has not been able to create strong, secular, nationalist nations to protect
Arab socioeconomic and political interests. In the process, the West has been able to
exploit, divide, and conquer regions of MENA over and over again. Israel’s role as the
ultimate casus belli, instigator, and aggressor, has been instrumental in keeping this
hegemonic enterprise alive and well with the region kept in a perpetual and crippling
defensive posture.
Israel’s Role as “Unilateral Aggressor” is Stated US Policy
Logistically, it is obvious Israel does not exist without Western support, and therefore does
not act without Western approval. The illusion of its unilateral aggression is designed
speciﬁcally to lend the West plausible deniability for brutality and unprovoked aggression it
believes it cannot aﬀord to be associated with directly. This is stated across years of US
policy papers, including the most deﬁnitive report on the subject, Brooking Institution’s 2009
report “Which Path to Persia?“
The report itself conspires to use covert provocations to trigger a war with Iran, to
undermine it politically through foreign-sponsored “protests” augmented by covert armed
groups, the direct funding, arming, and use of listed terrorist organizations against the
Iranian people, and speciﬁcally the use of Israel to attack Iran with covert Western backing
to make it appear as if Tel Aviv took the steps unilaterally. It speciﬁcally states:
“An Israeli air campaign against Iran would have a number of very important
diﬀerences from an American campaign. First, the Israeli Air Force (IAF) has the
problem of overﬂight transit from Israel to Iran. Israel has no aircraft carriers,
so its planes must take oﬀ from Israeli air bases. It also does not possess longrange bombers like the B-1 or B-2, or huge ﬂeets of refueling tankers, all of
which means that unlike the United States, Israel cannot avoid ﬂying through
someone’s air space. The most direct route from Israel to Iran’s Natanz facility
is roughly 1,750 kilometers across Jordan and Iraq. As the occupying power in
Iraq, the United States is responsible for defending Iraqi airspace. “Which Path
to Persia?-page 105 (.pdf)
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“From the American perspective, this negates the whole point of the
option—distancing the United States from culpability—and it could jeopardize
American eﬀorts in Iraq, thus making it a possible nonstarter for Washington.
Finally, Israeli violation of Jordanian airspace would likely create political
problems for King Abdullah of Jordan, one of America’s (and Israel’s) closest
Arab friends in the region. Thus it is exceedingly unlikely that the United States
would allow Israel to overﬂy Iraq, and because of the problems it would create
for Washington and Amman, it is unlikely that Israel would try to ﬂy over
Jordan.” Which Path to Perisa?-page 106 (.pdf)
“An Israeli attack on Iran would directly aﬀect key American strategic interests.
If Israel were to overﬂy iraq, both the Iranians and the vast majority of people
around the world would see the strike as abetted, if not authorized, by the
United States. Even if Israel were to use another route, many Iranians would
still see the attack as American supported or even American orchestrated.
After all, the aircraft in any strike would be American produced, supplied, and
funded F-15s and F-16s, and much of the ordnance would be American made.
In fact, $3 billion dollars in U.S. assistance annually sustains the IDF’s
conventional superiority in the region.” Which Path to Persia-page 106 (.pdf)
“…the Israelis may want to hold oﬀ until they have a peace deal with Syria in
hand (assuming that Jerusalem believes that one is within reach), which would
help them mitigate blowback from Hizballah and potentially Hamas.
Consequently, they might want Washington to push hard in mediating between
Jerusalem and Damascus.” -page 109 (.pdf)
With the US fully withdrawn from Iraq and Damascus signiﬁcantly weakened, many of these
problems have been adequately addressed, and with the US’ perceived “failure” in and
“withdrawal” from the region being eagerly reported by the Western press itself, the stage
is set for the ultimate staged “unilateral” attack by Israel, not only against its own Hamas
provocateurs, but through a series of dubious associations, Hezbollah, Damascus, and even
Iran itself.
Of course, another possibility exists. As seen before, Israeli belligerence and intentional role
as regional arch-villain has been used to undermine targets throughout the region as well as
boost others up. That Hamas’ current and most public supporters are Israel’s own regional
collaborators, Saudi Arabia and Qatar, a quick and humiliating stalemate for Israel would
help boost the credibility of Riyadh and Doha across the region ahead of renewed pushes
against both Damascus and Baghdad.
Whichever route Israel takes, it will be apparent soon enough. Should the conﬂict expand
rapidly and involve Hezbollah, the ﬁnal battle may be underway. If the conﬂict remains
limited to Hamas, the possibility that the Israel is trying to lend Hamas’ public sponsors in
Riyadh and Doha credibility and momentum throughout the region will be greater.
Israel: The Bottom Line
What Israel is doing across the region is both criminal and demands condemnation.
However, it must be condemned in the context of a belligerent client regime acting not in
the best interests of the Israeli people or toward peace, prosperity, and coexistence with its
neighbors, but rather for foreign interests that see the nation instead as a massive forward
operating base. Protesting Israel alone is not enough. Boycotting Israeli businesses and
industries is also fruitless and even helps play into the engineered strategy of tension
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constructed by Israel’s sponsors. Israel does not fund its military might by local cottage or
even national industry, it does so via immense foreign aid.
Instead, to protest and undermine Israel’s role as regional provocateur, target the
corporate-ﬁnancier interests that feed it billions of dollars annually. Separate, isolate, and
protest Israel’s political leadership rather than Israel’s existence and population. Reach out
to Israelis who oppose their government’s current posture of perpetual provocations, and
those in the middle who may be swayed one way or another.
By throwing rocks at Israel as a whole, one plays into the besieged mentality the
government invests immense resources in perpetuating among common Israelis. Those who
might otherwise see their government as the villain will seek its protection against irrational
external hatred directed at the entire nation rather than at those responsible for its criminal
extraterritorial brutality – whether it is in the occupied territories of Palestine, or across the
borders of its neighbors in Syria, Iraq, Iran, or beyond.
Tony Cartalucci, Bangkok-based geopolitical researcher and writer, especially for the online
magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.
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